Dear Ms Power

RE: REQUEST FOR PERMISSION – DISSEMINATION AND PUBLICATION OF THE “BOAST REPORT”


2. The document known as the “Boast Report” was declassified subject to the following 3 conditions:

   2.1. That the names of all members (former and current) be redacted from the documents;
2.2. That the names of the companies remain redacted; and

2.3. That names of signatories on documents be redacted and not disclosed to the public.

3. Certain other documents, but not the Boast Report, were declassified subject to a further condition, namely non-publication thereof. In an affidavit by Mr Loyiso Jafta dated 13 March 2021, he stated (incorrectly) that the further condition applied to all documents declassified by him.

4. The Boast Report was read into the record in almost its entirety on day 334, 29 January 2021. These sections of the report are therefore already in the public domain.

5. The Chairperson of the Commission has authorised the Boast Report’s release subject to our Mr Pretorius having satisfied himself of the redactions.

6. Mr Pretorius has satisfied himself that the document attached to your letter dated 15 March 2022 has the appropriate redactions. You may therefore publish the report accordingly.

7. This letter serves to notify you of the above

8. Should you wish to discuss any of the above, please contact our Mr Pretorius on paulp@commission.org.za // 060 784 8517 before Thursday 31 March 2022.

Yours faithfully

......................................................

PROF. ITUMELENG MOSALA
Secretary
Judicial Commission of Inquiry into Allegations of State Capture, Corruption and Fraud in the Public Sector Including Organs of State